The Russian-Estonian border has undergone radical changes in the past two decades -from an integrated borderland between two Soviet republics to a border between nation-states and the new EU external border. Until the present day it is a discursive battlefield that reflects the difficult relations between Russia and Estonia after the restoration of Estonia's independence. While much research has concentrated on antagonistic projects of identity politics and state-building from a from a top-down perspective, this paper asks how people living in the borderland make sense of the place they live in and negotiate shifts in the symbolic landscapes. Based on life-story narratives of Russian-speakers, it analyzes different ways of narrating and framing place and argues for a consideration of the plurality and ambivalences of place-making projects on the ground.
Borderlands are particularly good sites for analyzing the ambivalences of nationbuilding processes. Not only are they sites where the forging of national identities acquires great intensity but are also locations where alternative constructions of self and place can be found (Newman and Paasi; Baud and Schendel; Sahlins) . Especially in the borderlands of nationalizing states, there is a tension between the state's attempt to create fixity and clarity in space and the lived realities of people in which memories of a time without a border are still vivid and social and symbolic ties continue to stretch to personally significant people and places on "the other side". This article takes the Russian-Estonian borderland as a case study. It focuses on the Estonian border town of Narva, populated almost exclusively by Russian-speakers 2 . In comparison to ethnic Estonians, Russian-speakers living in Estonia have been confronted with a greater need to adjust their identities and to reconsider past experiences due to significant asymmetries in how the transition was organised. 3 The narratives of Russian-speakers thus serve particularly well to illustrate how people in their everyday life negotiate their understandings of past and present, and to show tensions and contradictions involved in negotiating belonging on the margins of the nation-state. Analyzing their life-story narratives, I will point to alternative ways of remembering the past and making place, which do not fit neatly into the new national narratives. The following sections first present a discussion of literature on place and memory laying out the theoretical basis for the analysis, then go on to provide an overview of the historical context and previous literature in the field, and finally lay out the empirical results of the study.
Place and memory: theoretical considerations
The spatial turn in the social sciences has raised awareness of the constructedness of places as "meaningful locations" (Cresswell 7) . While place had long been understood as a mere context and backdrop for social life, scholars have now pointed to its social production both through the creation of material environments and their investments with cultural meaning (Gieryn; Soja) . Memory plays an important role in this processit is through memories that places acquire symbolic meaning and are linked to imagined cultural and political communities (Halbwachs) . Despite the multiple and changing meanings places can acquire, there are attempts to fix authoritative meanings of the past in places. Anthony Smith has pointed to the territorialization of memory in the process of nation-building. The inscription of memories in place turns particular lands into what he calls "ethnoscapes", i.e. historical homelands for particular ethnic groups (Smith) .
Drawing upon historical myths and metaphors of "rootedness" in "the national soil"
relations between people and place are naturalized and a "geography of belonging" is created (Hodgkin and Radstone 169; Till) .
Symbolic representations of places are certainly powerful in shaping people's understanding of places. However, these are not simply imposed on an empty space but are interpreted, appropriated and contested at multiple scales and sites. There is no uniform way of imagining and remembering place but a multiplicity of "intersecting place-making projects" (Gille and Ó Riain 278) which are differently aligned with power. 4 Cities and regions, for example, can acquire multiple meanings and become sites for competing claims of belonging and the "cultural struggle over territory, which necessarily involves overlapping memories, narratives, and physical structures" (Said 182) . While much of the existing studies on place and memory have concentrated on cultural representations of place and meanings of monuments, I will analyze the construction of place in personal narratives. This draws upon an understanding of place which is linked to people's everyday lives and their embeddedness in larger discourses and systems of representations. As scholars working in the field of memory studies have argued, in order to tell us something about the social relevance of representations, it is necessary to consider how they matter for people: "...the crucial issue in the history of memory is not how a past is represented but why it was received or rejected" (Confino 1390 ). To analyze personal memories in relation to public representations does not mean to oppose "abstract discourses" to "authentic place-based memories" but to understand how narratives of the national past work with and against individual memories. Authors working with an intersubjective approach of memory have stressed that memories are always both "embedded" and "embodied" -they are embedded in larger meaning frameworks which can be adopted, reworked and rejected, while at the same time being linked to a "unique set of past experiences and a unique history of interpreting and inscribing experiences" (Prager 110; Misztal) . It is to this quality of memory that Paasi refers to in his work on the Finnish-Russian border when he writes that: "interpretations of socio-spatial structures... are bound to the experiences of one's life-world and spatial life history" (Paasi 207) .
Considering the role of experiences for memory narratives opens up the possibility to see memories not merely as shaped by the present. Memory certainly involves a reconstruction; images of the past are not simply stored in people's minds but change according to present conceptions and interests. However, as Schudson has pointed out, there are "limits to the power of actors in the present to remake the past according to their own interests" (Schudson 4) . Although the meaning of an event or a place can change over time it is usually not completely made up. A dialectical conception of the present and the past means that not only the present shapes the recollections of the past but also that the past has an impact on the present: memories provide a framework for understanding what is going on in the "here and now"; the present is interpreted based on past experiences. These constraints in remaking the past are especially relevant when it comes to accounting for internal inconsistencies and disjunctures in nation-building processes. (Brüggemann and Kasekamp, 427) .
Drawing the boundary between Russia and Estonia
While ethnic divisions in memory certainly matter in present-day Estonia, the problem with some of the research is that it takes the oppositional narratives for granted and juxtaposes them as stable positions regarding the past. In these accounts, Russians remember war heroism and liberation while Estonians remember national suffering.
However, this duality is too static as it leaves out the ways in which Estonian national narratives might transform Russian-speakers' ways of making sense of the past. More significantly, the assumption of a divided memory cannot account for the plurality of memories on the socialist past which can be found within Estonian society. A dualistic account cannot provide space for the examination of ambivalences and divergent memories that exceed the binary ethnic categories. While it is true that in conflicts over the past, memories tend to become polarized and differentiated accounts tend to get lost from view -shall this limit our analysis only to those cases? It is all the more important in this situation to develop a framework which can allow space for documenting the complexities and ambivalences of personal remembering.
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In this article the narratives of Russian-speaking residents of the Estonian border town of Narva serve as an empirical example to demonstrate the complexities of remembering and "making place" between Estonia and Russia. Present-day Narva is an industrial town with a population constituted by over 95% of Russian-speakers. Narva's Russian-speaking residents are situated literally and symbolically at the margins of the new national memory projects (on the marginalization of Russian-speakers in the "memory wars" cf. Lehti, Jutila and Jokisipilä). They moved from Russia and other Soviet Republics to Narva after Estonia had been incorporated into the Soviet Union for the second time. Their sense of place has been shaped by memories of Soviet and postSoviet times connected to personal experiences of post-war reconstruction and industrialization which turned Narva into an industrial town with typically Soviet architecture. While most of them do not consider moving back to Russia, they find themselves excluded from the Estonian national memory community.
In my analysis I will focus on their personal memories of living in this place.
However, it is clear that Narva has been endowed with multiple and often conflicting meanings. In the past Narva experienced changing sovereignties under Danish, Livonian, Swedish and Russian rule and has therefore often been regarded as a contested borderland between Protestantism and Orthodox faith, "Western" or Russian influence. In its recent history, the destruction of the town during WWII marks a watershed. In 1944, Narva was almost completely destroyed by Soviet bombardments. In place of the old town, which used to be famous for its Baroque architecture, a new one was built that differed radically in the composition of its population as well as in its architectural appearance (Brüggemann "Wiederaufbau"; Weiss-Wendt) . The former population, who had been evacuated by the German occupants, was regarded suspiciously by the new Soviet rulers and was not allowed to return to Narva. The reconstruction of Narva was undertaken by newcomers from Russia and other parts of the Soviet Union as well as by prisoners of war, who in the early post-war years amounted for large numbers of the work force (Mertelsmann 110) . In the late 1980s, discussions about the status of Narva within Estonia gained momentum and "integration" emerged as the keyword in discussions about the "Russian enclave". With the break-down of Soviet rule, Estonian cultural elites and historians initiated some rather hesitant attempts at rewriting the local memoryscape by erecting new monuments, organizing new commemorative activities and publishing historical literature with a focus on the pre-war history of the town (on some of these monuments and activities cf. Burch and Smith; Kaiser and Nikiforova). 6 These attempts to Estonianize (and Europeanize) Narva have only been partly successful;
in the eyes of most Estonian Narva was -and still is -considered to be "not quite
Estonian" and remains a symbol of the loss and destruction brought by the Soviet occupation. Furthermore, Narva is seen to embody, at least potentially, a security threat for the nation-state due to an autonomist movement at the beginning of the 1990s and the persisting fear that "local inhabitants might look eastwards towards Moscow rather than westwards towards Tallinn In the following sections I will outline two key narratives of place which people use when narrating the past. The first frames Narva as a Soviet place and is linked to narratives of connections, progress and industrialization that were central to the Soviet modernization project. The second constructs Narva as an Estonian place and draws upon images of Estonian distinctiveness and superiority. Both these seemingly oppositional place narratives derive from the memories of the socialist past and exist simultaneously in people's accounts. While they show the continuing relevance of official Soviet narratives in people's place identities, they cannot be fitted back into a framework which simply opposes them to Estonian nationalist narratives. Instead I argue that their engagement with Narva's past has to be seen as an attempt to construct belonging by both countering and reproducing national narratives of boundedness.
My analysis builds upon five months of ethnographic fieldwork in Narva and the neighboring town of Ivangorod on the Russian side of the border over the past two years, the bulk of it being done between September 2011 and January 2012. Along with archival research and participant observations, I conducted 59 life-story interviews with people living on both sides of the border in order to get insights in the dynamics of remembering and place-making in the borderland.. The interviews were semi-structured with large narrative parts aimed to elicit stories.In the first part,people were asked to tell their life-stories. The biographical narration was followed by more specific questions on their sense of place, cross-border contacts and their perception of changes in the second part. The interviews took between 50 and 210 minutes. The following analysis will limit itself to accounts of Russian-speaking inhabitants of Narva who came of age before the break-up of the Soviet Union. 7 Altogether 15 interviews were included in the analysis.
The interviews were selected on the basis that participants could draw upon their own experiences of the socialist past. In comparison to this group, interviews conducted with the post-Soviet generation differed significantly and showed the emergence of "new cultural templates" and signs of Europeanization (similar generational patterns were observed in Vihalemm's and Kalmus' quantitative study).
Remembering Narva as a Soviet place
"After the war there was nothing here. Soviet Union built everything, all the factories were built by the Soviet Union. The only thing that Estonia did, was to sell these factories" 8 . For Evgenii who came to Narva in 1970 to work at the large cloth factory Krenholm, the history of Narva consisted of its rise with the Soviet post-war reconstruction efforts and its fall after the restoration of Estonia's independence. Evgenii was born in Ukraine and had worked on construction sites in several Ukrainian towns before moving to Narva. It was this Soviet past that had shaped Evgenii's sense of place and self. "I am a Soviet man" he declared at the end of the interview. For him being a Soviet man meant to be shaped by Soviet multiculturalism and the experiences of industrial work at the Krenholm factory.
While not many of my interviewees derived their personal identity as explicitly as Evgenii from the Soviet past, their memories of Narva were to a great extent linked to this period. They had perceived Narva as being part of one large Soviet space shaped by the efforts of post-war reconstruction, industrial work and an atmosphere of friendship. In the following section, I will outline the experiences which made Narva a typically Soviet place for my interviewees and consider them in relation to the present.
As demonstrated by Evgenii's complaint that Estonia did not do anything for Narva apart from selling (and consequently destroying) the factories, memories have to be contextualized in relation to people's present social position.
Nadezhda moved to Narva in 1982 after having finished school in a Karelian village. She remembered that she had wanted to "live a better life" in a city and moving to Narva was just one of several options she had had:
After school, when you had to choose a profession, there were such booklets… the Soviet Union was large and there we could find the cities where one could get a profession, where you were provided accommodation and where not. And we chose by trial and error. Oh! This, this and that -we flipped through it. We could have chosen to study anywhere. We didn't go to Narva, because we wanted to go only there. We could have ended up in any town. In any town in the Soviet Union.
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This quotation demonstrates the success of the Soviet ideology in nurturing an imagination of the Soviet Union as one shared space. For Nadezhda it did not matter that Narva was on the territory of the Estonian SSR. It was just one node in the wider Soviet space of opportunity within which she, like many other Russians, obtained professional education and found a work place. It also became a starting point for her travels. For several years she went home to visit her parents every month; experiencing free mobility and travelling to different places in the USSR became her favorite holiday activity.
Other interviewees also referred to the Soviet Union as a common space characterized by connections and standardization of housing, a shared ideology and Russian language. Russian had become the lingua franca in post-war Narva and rendered the town even more similar to the places people had lived in before. Elena, who came with her husband from Belorus, remembered:
We were sent to Narva (after finishing education) and we came here, of course, it was interesting in a different... but during Soviet times it wasn't scary, we came here and spoke Russian. Everybody asked 'how is it that you're going to Estonia?' but we came here and here everybody was Russian (…) it was as if we had been living here all the time.
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Despite her (or other people's) expectations that she would encounter difference in Estonia, the Russian language and the presence of other Russians offered a familiar and reassuring environment.
In particular it was the large industrial enterprises, among them the Krenholm cloth manufacture, the military factory Balti TS and two electric power plants that structured people's experience of place and that were the subject of vivid recollections in several interviewees. Svetlana, who moved to Narva at the age of 27, focused her whole life-story narration on the Krenholm manufacture and recounted with great detail the technical process and the collective experiences in the factory:
I was working for more than 30 years at Krenholm. I worked during the day shift.
We were busy with machine maintenance because the machines required service.
We worked in the spinning collective. At the enterprise, there was also the spinning collective, the weavers, and then there were the textile, the finishing and the clothing manufactures.... We've grown up there, we've found friends there. It was a real family. We went to work in the morning. When there was something to celebrate, for example, a birthday, we brought sweets and a cake, during lunchtime.
When somebody was mourning, somebody had died, we collected money and they let us go to the cemetery to stand by. When somebody had a problem, of course, we supported each other, we were a real family. Even if we don't see each other so often now, when we meet, we hug each other and …start to remember, how we were working together, which efforts we made, and how hard it was.
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Svetlana described her three decades of work at the factory as stable experience in which the individual and the collective were closely interconnected. Working at the factory appeared as "a whole way of life"; the labor collective not only worked together but shared joys and grief equally. Comparisons of the labor collective with a family and a circle of friends were also prevalent in other interviews and demonstrated the strong identification with the factory (and a nostalgic yearning for the loss of this collective way of life). In some accounts, the atmosphere of friendship at the factory extended to a friendship between nationalities. Evgenii, who worked together with people from different nationalities, among them Estonians, described his work experience in the following way: "We were friends, everything was alright. No nationalism. Nothing. We just knew one thing... maybe that's because we were brought up in the Soviet Union, we respected each other."
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The significance of the factory in everyday social life was not only linked to a strong personal identification with the labor collective but also to the fact that state protection and benefits were mediated through the workplace. This created the feeling that the factory and the state cared for its people (Ashwin) . Working at the factory included cultural activities like singing in a choir and participating in sports competitions, group holidays and recreation at sanatoriums. In comparison with these narratives of the good life under socialism which clearly struck a nostalgic tone, negative aspects like the hard physical work, health issues or job hazards tended to be downplayed. In Svetlana's account, for example, the fact that she had to observe safety measures for her work was not used to prove the potential risk involved in the work but to show that the factory actually cared for the workers.
Similarly, the difficult housing situation -the fact that some people had to wait for several years to obtain a flat of their own -was recounted in most narratives as being normal. Life in the dorms, despite the lack of living space, was characterized in terms of friendship and mutual support. As most of the houses had been destroyed during WWII, new ones had to be erected to provide the growing community of workers with the necessary living space. 13 In many accounts, Narva was therefore perceived as a town under construction.
I remember the time when we obtained our first flat, this flat was on K. street. And behind our house there was house number 40 and a big field. There was grass; goats, sheep grazed there. And when both power plants were working, everything was alright; houses were being built like mushrooms after the rain, within a couple of months a new house appeared.
14 Stories of construction were recounted on the one hand to convey a sense of progress and modernity and on the other hand were used to provide a sense of knowing the town and feeling at home. The recollections of life in Soviet Narva drew on many elements of official Soviet narratives of industrialization and progress in the Baltic States. However, people's memories were not simple adoptions of this discourse but were linked to concrete experiences of local life and home and used reflexively -in relation to present day Estonian national narratives.
Misztal reminds us that the process of remembering "refers to both telling a story about the past and telling a story about the past's relation to the present" (Misztal 70 ). In most recollections, people made a clear distinction between the Soviet and postSoviet period. This was connected to a personal and/or collective experience of decline. 15 Whilst the sense of living in an important center of industrial production shaped much of people's sense of place in the past, this was contrasted with a sense of loss and marginalization in the present documented in sociological studies on the Russian-speaking minority. 16 My interviewees recounted experiences and narratives of decline in stories of losing their workplace, being denied automatic citizenship or seeing their friends move away. Although younger interviewees had managed to establish new connections, a general sense of having become peripheral was dominant in almost all of the interviews. In one of the accounts, Anton, an entrepreneur in his mid-forties, compared present-day Narva to an "appendix", a useless bodily organ, for Estonia: "The city is going to ruin (rasrushaetsia), too many people have left." 17 Due to nationalization and the subsequent deindustrialization, Narva has become side-lined within Estonia and this was often linked to feelings of personal marginalization. What reinforced these feelings was a sense that their belonging in place was being questioned. Having lived and worked in Narva for many years, people were suddenly confronted with the feeling of being no longer wanted in Estonia. As Mariya, an engineer, who went to do unskilled labor in the UK after she lost her job at one of the big factories, stated:
Those years, you can't throw them away; you can't throw them out of your life, out of history, out of everything. The people who were born here, who have grown up here, this is their homeland (rodina), isn't it? There (in the UK), of course, when you go there, you feel like in a different country. But here we did feel like in our own country. … You know, during Soviet times not everything was as bad as it is presented now. There was much more and it was much better. I can understand the Consequently, remembering Narva as a Soviet place can be understood as a means to counter the devaluation of the Soviet past, during which the city was reconstructed and became wealthy. People experienced this as a personally meaningful time in their life-stories, a time which had been constitutive for their sense of place and feelings of belonging. Narrating themselves as part of Narva is a form of engaging with nationalist politics and of claiming recognition in the national (Estonian) memoryscape.
Remembering Narva as an Estonian place
As indicated earlier, the post-independence nationalization of memory in Estonia has also left its impact on the local memoryscape. Some political and cultural initiatives were aimed at restoring the memory of "Old Narva", the pre-war town which was often idealized as the true and authentic Narva in contrast to the modernist Soviet architecture.
While the pre-war past did not play an important role in the Russian-speakers' personal accounts, many interviewees did frame Narva as an Estonian place drawing on memories of the Soviet and post-Soviet past. Estonianness, in their perception, was not something which had to be sought in the pre-war past but had always been integral to their local experiences of place. People remembered Narva not only as a place with connections and similarities to other places in the Soviet Union, but also engaged in boundary-drawing, referring to symbolic differences and national differences linked to Narva's geographical location in Estonia. Experiences and perceptions of difference dated back to Soviet times. Although the border between the Estonian and the Russian Soviet Republics did not materialize until the early 1990s, the distinction between Estonia and Russia was experienced and narrated in terms of administration, consumer culture as well as on a symbolic level as in imaginations of distinct, "Estonian" cultural traits that had become part of their own identity. This alternative narrative of place -as Estonian -is not contradicting the Soviet one but could be found alongside it in many biographical accounts. Although in certain accounts one narrative predominated, in most cases the interviewees remembered both the similarities and past connections which constituted Narva as a Soviet place and the differences and advantages of life which marked it as being Estonian.
Narratives of difference were connected to multiple experiences but were usually linked to biographical encounters with places and people in Russia or other Soviet republics. When people went back to visit their places of origin, served in the army, worked or obtained professional education in other places, they often reported an experience of difference. Ol'ga, for example, who moved together with her parents from a village in Belorus to Narva in 1960 remembered her first visit in her home village the following way:
In 72, we went home (na rodinu). We went on holidays, my husband and me and the older son, he was already five years old. There was this moment when (I became aware of) … how we were living here and how they were living there.
Here we both had been working already for some years… We weren't living worse than others. It was normal for that time. But there, there wasn't any milk at all, no sausages, no meat. We were surprised to see this but well... we had heard about this before, and we had taken a lot of food with us. I remember that we got up at five or six in the morning only to get some milk (in the village). Yes.
I: And did you have to stand in a line?
O: Yes. If you were late, there wasn't anything left. Because there wasn't enough for everybody. Well, for us this was of course (surprising)… The shops there were empty, the kiosks were empty, and here we always had everything.
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In direct comparison with places of origin, differences in living-standards became evident: while in Narva, Ol'ga and her husband had an average living-standard 23 going back to her home village she became clearly aware of what she had achieved in Narva.
Recollections of the differences in living standards and levels of access to commodities between Estonia and other Soviet Republics were quite common among my interviewees. Especially dairy products and meat but also textiles from the Krenholm manufacture and the famous Vana Tallinn liquor were commonly mentioned as indicators of prosperity. Svetlana who first lived in Ivangorod 24 before she succeeded in finding work in Narva interpreted the differences between Narva and much smaller Ivangorod as differences between the two republics:
I came here to the provinical town of Ivangorod. But as I received a room in Ivangorod, my eyes were all the time sparkling on Narva. I wanted to move to Estonia.
She remembered going to Narva on multiple occasions while still living in Ivangorod:
Here was a dairy plant, a meat factory; we took everything with us to Ivangorod. I always liked the ideal cleanness here. The bushes were cut. Everything was somehow different. (In Ivangorod) we always had queues, but here were enough shops, already some shops with self-service. We still had counters. Here were more intellectuals (intellegentnye). Also here were more events, the day of the city, parades on first of May.
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These excerpts demonstrate the local appropriation of discourses of Estonianness and
Westernness as signifying wealth, culturedness and modernity opposed to scarcity and backwardness in Russia. The vision of the Baltic region as "Western" dates back to
Tsarist times, when Russian elites wanted to "europeanize" the empire and saw the Baltic States as a model to follow. Their distinct historical heritage and culture as well their developed consumer culture made the Baltic states also during Soviet times "our West" for many Russians (Zubkova; Brüggemann "Enemy's Outpost"). Contrary to the assumed uniformity of the Soviet Union sharing an ideology, a common constitution and economic system, differences between places and republics were reflected in people's narratives of place. One interviewee born in Narva told me that it was when serving in the army that he for the first time experienced the difference in living standards within the Soviet Union:
Back then I understood that everything is different. We lived better here... we had a good agriculture and that's why we didn't have a problem with food supply. We had everything on our own, everything.
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Telling stories about places and relationships to place are integral to narratives of personal and collective identities. "The meanings attached to places imply identities for the people of a particular place" (Taylor 251) . This is clearly in evidence in the recollections of Russian-speakers in Narva; their narratives of place and self were related: the experience of cultural differences between Narva and their place of origin was incorporated to people's self-understandings. People who were born in Narva told stories about the distinct cultural environment in which they had grown up. And those who moved to Narva from other Soviet Republics often referred to an adaptation process through which they became more In polarized national discourses, Estonian identity is constructed against the Significantly, the experiences of difference were not deriving from the presentday socioeconomic differences between the states but linked back to Soviet times and historic imaginations of the Baltic States as better places to live. Furthermore, the understanding of Narva as an Estonian town was institutionalized at the administrative level and perpetuated in the official discourse, symbols and local newspapers (on the two Soviet modes of institutionalizing ethnicity, the territorial and the personal, cf.
Brubaker). Although in comparison to other localities Estonian language and other symbols of Estonianness were of minor significance in Narva, 31 the level of the republic did matter in administrative terms as well as on the level of cultural representations. 32 Russian-speakers adopted these discourses to frame Narva as an Estonian place and themselves as estonianized against the Russian "other". In the case of one interviewee, who was born in Narva but obtained her professional education in Soviet Russia, the asserted cultural differences were so significant that she argued for the hardening of the present border regime to prevent more Russians from visiting Estonia. 33 Although she had experienced personal limitations and a decline in her living-standard since the restoration of Estonian independence, in comparison to Russia and other places of origin, she felt that she was in a better situation. Distancing themselves from Russia, people like her could derive a "positive cultural association, even while living in a country where they may experience discrimination based on ethnic distinction" (Fein 343 ). It was a means of constructing belonging to Narva and to a space of higher cultural and economic development. . The "time of a place" consequently tells us something about the kind of place it is, who belongs there and its orientation in the future. For the border town of Narva, there is no simple answer to this question. As a place with a multiply determined past, there are numerous historical reference points and territorial associations, and diverse ways of "making place". In Estonian memory politics, the prewar past has been mobilized to distance oneself from the Soviet past and from Russia.
Also on the local level, attempts to rewrite the mnemonic landscape in order to "integrate" Narva into Estonia and a wider European context could be clearly observed.
In this article, I have chosen a perspective from below and focused on how people living in Narva make sense of the place they inhabit and how they negotiate the past in the light of shifting symbolic landscapes. Their personal narratives show that despite the devaluation by official political narratives, memories of the socialist past continue to be personally meaningful. Estonian national narratives attempt to "uproot" Russian-speakers, they use memories of the Soviet past to reinscribe themselves in the local and national memoryscape.
Yet despite people's imaginativeness in drawing upon the past, the "use value of the past" in the present is limited for constructing belonging. In present-day Estonia, Russian-speakers find themselves in a marginal position as the symbolic resources they have at their disposal have been delegitimized by the new rulers. It might be argued that remembering a different past would make a better resource for Russian-speakers to reclaim their belonging in Estonia. However, it is clear that people cannot simply choose what to remember. Personal memories can never be entirely instrumentalist as they remain linked to lived and embodied experiences. The personal accounts consequently reflect a tension: striving to belong and to find their place within the new symbolic geographies, Russian-speakers find themselves remembering and defending the socialist past which they experienced as meaningful.
